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Introduction
I would recommend getting more punch into the introduction.
We do not need to be defensive about putting A into the R&D
environment and the references in the second paragraph to
Newton, et al, seem almost apologetic. I believe that the
introduction to George Roberts book "Quality Assurance in
Research and Development" provides a much more direct
reasoning for applying quality assurance techniques to
research and development. It could be used almost unchanged
as the introduction to the guideline document. I really feel
that the well-worn message about the support of management is
inappropriate to the introduction of a guideline document. In
summary then, I think the document would be better if it
assumed the role of telling people how to put QA into R&D,
rather than trying to make the case that it is a "good
thing" to do. (W.J. Langford)
While the end product of most research efforts is indeed
data, it should be recognized that in a large percentage of
cases, this data becomes design inputs and its
accuracy
critical
to design and other processes. (P.C. Payne)
Paragraph 1, second sentence, delete "multitude of" and
change "which" to "that" so that it reads: "Researchers in
all
scientific
disciplines have inherited "good laboratory
practices" from the scientists and researchers that have gone
before them." (R. eoffrion)
Paragraph 1, forth sentence, change the word "give" to
"provide" so that it reads: "The practices provide control
over the various sources of loss and failure that can occur
at any time in any experiment." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, last sentence, add "and in patentable processes,
material, systems or hardware" so that it reads: "Good
laboratory practices are used by the researcher to help
assure that all
research activities
are properly planned and
executed resulting in reliable data and in patentable
processes. material. systems or hardware."(D.
Maxwell)
Paragraph 2, sixth sentence, delete
after failure after
failure" so that it reads: "Failures may occur until the
correct solution is arrived at."
Paragraph 3, fifth
sentence, delete "to quality it doesn't
take long for middle managers, researchers, and" and change
"to" to "will"
so that it
reads: "When upper management shows
this much concern and commitment, others in the organization
will
realize that quality is of great importance and is not
to be taken lightly."
R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 3, eighth sentence, delete in its
entirety
(Employees will
realize that...)
R. Geoffrion)
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INTRODUCTION
This Guidelines Manual is intended to provide guidance
in the application of Quality Assurance practices to research
and development activities. Researchers in all scientific
disciplines have inherited "good laboratory practices from
the multitude of scientist and researchers which have gone
before them. These good laboratory practices resulted from
the lessons learned in the quest for valid, accurate,
reproducible data. The practices give control over the
various sources of loss and failure that can occur at any
time in any experiment. Good laboratory practices are used by
the researcher to help assure that all research activities
are properly planned and executed resulting in reliable data.
A research environment is quite distinctive, not at all
like the manufacturing environment of which it is sometimes a
part. Researchers tend to be highly educated and highly self
motivated people. Creativity and individuality are not only
encouraged but are requirements of the job. Mistakes, not
tolerated in the manufacturing environment, are commonplace.
Research is trial and error. Failure after failure after
failure may occur until the correct solution is arrived at.
Newton, Tesla, Einstein, Wang to name a few exemplify the
boundless creativity of the researcher. This type of person
resists any attempt at being placed into a "straight jacket"
of conformity. However, a comparison of quality assurance
procedures to good engineering practices shows that the two
are not mutually exclusive and that researchers have in
reality been using some quality assurance procedures all
along.
For any Quality Program to succeed it must have the
support of management. The proper culture must be set.
Employees must know that management truly and
enthusiastically believes in the Quality Program. This belief
is demonstrated when management helps to set the goals of the
quality program, authorizes and then gives full support to
quality improvement projects and periodically evaluates
adherence to and effectiveness of the quality program. When
upper management shows this much concern and commitment to
quality it doesn't take long for middle managers,
researchers, and others in the organization to realize that
quality is of great importance and is not to be taken
lightly. Management's actions far outweigh it's words. If
quality is only given lip service by management then the
quality program is doomed to mediocrity. Employees will
realize that quality is not important to management and is
therefore not important to them. The best quality assurance
program in the world will have no effect on quality in this
type of culture. A culture which promotes the performance of
work of high quality will produce work of high quality.
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Paragraph 5 first sentence, change "quantity" to "measure"
and "customer's" to sponsor s" or "funding agency's" (one or
the other) so that it reads: "One measure of a documented,
active, mianagement-4upported quality program will be the
sponsor's (or fundina aency's) perceived value received."
(R. Geoffrion)
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The end product of most research efforts is data. The
goal of the quality program should be to ensure that the work
performed achieves the intended objectives of the research
project and that the work can be understood and if necessary,
reproduced successfully by others. The quality program should
ensure the integrity, adequacy, accuracy, precision,
reproducibility, and retrievability of the data. With
support from both management and researchers the goal of the
quality program can be achieved.
One quantity of a documented, active, management
supported quality program will be the customer's perceived
value received. A quality program will go far to increase the
customer's opinion of the laboratory as doing good quality
work.
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Responsibility
I suggest that a recommendation for an organization chart
would be worthwhile. In my experience, research projects
suffer from some vagueness-in defining just who is
responsible for what. In using terms such as "project
leader," there is a risk of having different understandings
in different organizations. By recommending that each project
should show a responsibility organization chart, such
differences in understanding may be avoided, while at the
same time clarifying the specific responsibilities of the
various resource people involved in the project.
(W.J. Langford)
I have some trouble accepting that the project leader is the
best judge in the selection of quality program elements.
Project leaders are resource, goal driven creatures and
should be subject to the concurrence of the organization's QA
and, in some cases, the customer's A. (P.C. Payne)
Provide a generic definition of project leader so that it can
be equated with individual lab terminology (T. Baer)
Paragraph 1, first sentence: add "and the" so that it reads:
"The responsibility of ensuring that proper quality controls
and checking activities are carried out should be placed upon
the individual and the project leader.
D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, last sentence: add "individual and" and change
"is" to "are" so that it reads: "And finally the individual
and project leader are accountable to Laboratory Management
for the successful completion of the project. (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, last sentence: Who is Laboratory Management?
(R. Geoff rion)
Front End PlanninM
I think this is a good section. I suggest adding to the first
paragraph, last but one sentence, the phrase "and a copy sent
to all members of the project team." The final paragraph of
this section addresses safety concerns, and I think should be
strengthened. Researchers have a tendency to forge ahead
because of their interest in the experiment without giving
due regard to jurisdictional and similar impacts. As an
example, experimental equipment frequently involves
pressurized components for which state or provincial rules
will require the application of ASME code requirements to the
design and building. The use of the word "should" in the
final sentence of that paragraph is inappropriate even in a
guideline document.
(W.J. Langford)

The project objectives and goals should take the form of some
type of criter
document that is baseline ar'-subject to
change control$-'fhis will become a critical 6_ ment for
preliminary design reviews and final acceptance testing.
(P.C. Payne)
7

r The work plan shoul-d also list the acceptable verification
processes that will be utilized.
(P.C. Payne)
Change the title of Section II,
Planning. (D. Maxwell)

Front End Planning to Project

Paragraph 1, first sentence, change "amount" to "quality" o
that it reads: "It
has been shown that the successful
completion of a research project is directly proportional to
the quality of front end planning which is performed." (R.
Geoffrion)
Paragraph 1, second sentence: add "phases and milestones" so
that it reads: "The project leader should in all cases
discuss with the customer and come to an agreement with the
customer on the workscope, phases, and milestones of the
proposed project" (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, third sentence: add "milestones" so that it
reads: "Areas which should be discussed during the front end
planning stage include customer's needs, project objectives
and goals, applicable codes and standards, quality
requirements, schedule, milestones, cost and deliverables."
(D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, forth sentence: Authorization forms may not be
necessary in most cases. (R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 1, last sentence: add "milestones and reports" so
that it reads: "All authorizations should define the
workscope, funding, schedule, milestones reports, and
quality requirements." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 2, first sentence: add "and schedule" and delete
"cover" and replace with "describe and control" so that it
reads: "As a first task for any project a detailed work plan
and schedule should be developed to describe and control the
project." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 2, first sentence, change "work plan" to "planning
document" so that it reads: "As a first task for any project
a detailed planning document should be developed to cover the
project." (R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 2, second sentence, change "work plan" to "planning
document" and add "a research proposal" so that it reads:
"The planning document can be a separate stand alone
document, a contract statement of work, a research proposal,
or some other project authorization document as long as it
meets the following criteria." (R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 2, third sentence, change "work plan the" to
"planning" and add "it" so that it reads: "To be considered a
detailed lannin
document it must be detailed enough that a
technically..." (R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 2, forth sentence, change "work plan" to "planning
document" so that it reads: "When writing the planning
document the project leader should consider..." (R.
Geoffrion)
Paragraph 2, sixth sentence: delete "detailed" so that it
reads: "The purpose of submitting the work plan to the
customer is to provide the customer with the details of the
project as understood by the project leader. (D. Maxwell)
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I. Responsibility
The responsibility of ensuring that proper quality
controls and checking activities are carried out should be
placed upon the individual project leader. The individual
project leader is best able to decide which elements of the
quality program apply to the particular project being
conducted. It should also be the responsibility of the
project leader to ensure that all special customer
requirements, such as material certifications, inspections,
special tests or instrument calibrations are performed and
appropriate documentation on file. Further, it should be the
responsibility of the project leader to identify appropriate
resources, technical and managerial, that are needed to meet
the customer's requirements. And finally the project leader
is accountable to Laboratory Management for the successful
completion of the project.
II.

Front End Planning
It

has been shown that the successful completion of a

research project is directly proportional to the amount of
front end planning which is performed. The project leader
should in all cases discuss with the customer and come to an
agreement with the customer on the workscope of the proposed
project. Areas which should be discussed during the front end
planning stage include customer's needs, project objectives
and goals, applicable codes and standards, quality
requirements, schedule, cost and deliverables. Once details
of the project have been agreed upon they should be
documented on some type of project authorization form. All
authorizations should define the workscope, funding, schedule
and quality requirements.
As a first task for any project a detailed work plan
should be developed to cover the project. The work plan can
be a separate stand alone document, a contract-statement of
work or some other project authorization document as long as
it meets the following criteria. To be considered a detailed
work plan the document must be detailed enough that a
technically competent person can understand and perform the
required work without recourse to project personnel for
clarification. When writing the work plan the project leader
should consider the design of experiment and the analysis
required, test planning, pre-test reviews, limitations of the
approach and probability of success, parameters to be
investigated, test apparatus required, acceptable measurement
uncertainty, whether formal inspections are required, whether
customer approval of material substitutions is required, data
evaluation methods required, reports required and any other
deliverables. Preparation and submission of this work plan to
the customer should be the the first milestone of the
project. The purpose of submitting the detailed work plan to
the customer is to provide the customer with the details of
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Paragraph 3, first sentence, delete "that the project leader
ensures facilities" and "are known and available when needed"

and add "and availability" so that it reads: "Front end
planning should include requirements and availability."
Geoffrion)

(R.

Design of Experiment
A good, simple statement of the needs.

W.J. Langford)

Any.software used in the analysis of the test results should
be verified, validated software. (P.C. Payne)
This is covered in the section on front end planning. This is
too restrictive. Design of the experiment should be left up
to the researcher as long as it is described in his plan. (R.
Beoffrion)
-
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the project as understood by the project leader. If the
customer disagrees with any item of the test plan this allows
him ample opportunity to clarify the work required.
Front end planning should include that the project
leader ensures facilities requirements are known nd
available when needed. Such items as buildings, utilities,
space and temporary project labor may be needed to fulfill
project requirements. It is best that facilities personnel be
informed of the projects requirements at the outset of
project planning in order to avoid costly delays later.
Included in front-end planning should be safety
considerations of the project. The project leader should
assure that all work activities of the project will be
performed according to applicable safety rules, approved
procedures, and government safety standards. The project
leader should know the hazards and the approved procedures
related to the work which will be performed.
The project leader should be aware of such safety
concerns as personal protective equipment, hazardous chemical
use, storage and disposal, and radiation hazards. Safety
concerns should be discussed with the Laboratory's Safety
Officer at the outset of project planning to avoid hazardous
or life threatening situations latter in the project.
III. Design of Experiment
Statistically designed experiments are recommended both
for projects investigating parameters and their interactive
effects,. and for experiments seeking optimum conditions.
Design of experiment techniques should also be used when the
outcome of an experiment is to be defined by an equation..
The documented design should include a statement of the
test objectives and a design matrix. The statement of the
test objectives may be in the form of questions to be
answered, the hypotheses to be tested, or the parameter
effects to be estimated. The design matrix should consist of
the parameter combinations to be tested to meet the test
objectives.
The analysis and the interpretation of the experimental
results should be performed mainly in relation with the
design of experiment. Where possible, statistical computer
software should be used in the analysis of the test results.
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One thing which does not seem to be addressed in this section
I believe to be crucial to QA in a research environment. That
is the control of changes as the project proceeds.
Inevitably, in a research project, the research team will
generate new ideas or approaches as the project begins to
take shape' However, once the design basis of the experiment
has been determined, .and construction begun, changes should
not be committed without the full agreement of the support
organizations from whom the manufacturing resources are
usually drawn. Repeated re-design and re-manufacture of
experimental facilities, to meet a moving experimental
objective, is extremely wasteful of the-usually scarce support resources. As with project management on major
capital projects, design freezes must be determined in the
schedule, beyond which no changes will be permitted. If the
researcher has determined that a different experimental
objective must be pursued, requiring re-design or rebuild,
the full cost consequences must be examined, including the
delays to other research programs which would result. (W.J.
Langford)
Both reviews should be formal reviews. The first review
should include an evaluation of the technical adequacy of the
specifications to the criteria. Not only should the
recommendations of the reviewers be documented, but also the
recommendations' resolutions and dispositions. (P.C. Payne)
Paragraph 4, first sentence: add "and baselined for
configuration control of changes" so that it reads: "The
second review should be performed after the design has been
finalized and baselined for configuration control of changes
and before transfer of the product or process to the customer
or construction of the facility takes place." (D. Maxwell)

a.
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IV. Design Reviews/ Control
Design Reviews

The purpose of a design review program is to assure
high quality, reliable, cost effective products or processes
being developed or remodeled by the Laboratory. Design
reviews can also be extended to new or redesigned
experimental facilities within the Laboratory. Need for a
design review may be dictated by the customer. In those cases
where the customer has no requirement for a design review the
"need" for a design review should be considered on a case-bycase basis by the appropriate Laboratory manager. Design
reviews dealing with experimental facilities may not need to
meet all the suggested requirements which follow and should
be conducted at a level appropriate to meet the requirements
of the particular situation.
It is recommended that at least two reviews be
performed. The first should be during the initial stages of
planning to concur with design specifications. The second
review is recommended prior to transferring the new product
to the customer for use or manufacture.

\y

The first review should be performed by technically
experienced and skilled personnel from within the laboratory.
Selection of these participants should be the responsibility
of the appropriate Laboratory Manager. The recommendations,
based on a consensus of the review participants, should be
documented and signed by the participants.
The second review should be performed after the design
has been finalized and before transfer of the product or
process to the customer or construction of the facility takes
place. This second review should be performed in a formal
documented meeting having a formal agenda. The chairperson of
this meeting can be the appropriate Section Manager or the
project leader responsible for the new or remodeled product
or process or facility. This review should be conducted by
technically experienced and skilled personnel from within the
Laboratory who are not directly associated with the
development of the design being reviewed. The agenda should
encompasses such considerations as design objectives, design
alternates (including associated costs), and comments from
special government or industry review committees. The
recommendations, based on a consensus of the review
participants, should be documented in a formal design review
report. All participants should sign this document denoting
understanding of the recommendations. Opinions of
participants disagreeing with the recommendations should be
attached to the report. Should the customer take the
responsibility of performing the design review, Laboratory
personnel should follow the design review procedures of the
customer.
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Drawing Control
This section should be expanded to encompass all types of
controlled documents, including traceability and
accountability to insure change control for all interrelated
documentation. (P.C. Payne)
Paragraph 1, add after third sentence "Drawings and sketches
shall-be controlled by means of a drawing control system that
also-controls changes to the baselined design and
specifications." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, letter d: change reasonablyuto "semi" so that
it reads: Documentation of electrical circuits for
construction or modifications to semi permanent equipment or
test facilities." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 3: add "and specifications" so that it reads:
"Drawings and drawing revisions and specifications should be
controlled to ensure that incorrect and obsolete drawings and
specifications are not inadvertently used." (D. Maxwell)

e
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Drawing Control

Engineering drawings are defined as representations of
mechanical or electrical equipment, test facilities, etc.
that are produced on drawing media with formatted borders and
title blocks. Sketches are defined as representations of
equipment, test facilities, etc. that are used to communicate
temporary, preliminary, or intermediate engineering
information pertaining to a project. Sketches are usually not
to scale. Engineering drawings are recommended for:
a. Documentation or long-term retention of design
and/or construction of test articles necessary for
reproduction of the experiment.
b. All applications such as construction of equipment,
test facilities, etc. requiring any type of Code
conformance.
c. Design or construction of equipment, test facilities
including buildings, utility systems (i.e. air,
water, steam, gases, electrical, etc.), or other
reasonable permanent installations, or that require
documentation for insurance purposes.
d. Documentation of electrical circuits for
construction or modifications to-reasonably
permanent equipment or test facilities.
All drawings should be checked by an individual other
than the drafter and approved by the project leader prior to
release for use. Revisions to drawings should..be reviewed and
approved in the same manner as the original.
- Drawings and drawing revisions should be controlled to
ensure that incorrect or obsolete drawings are not
inadvertently used.

Independent Technical Review
Independent technical reviews should be performed on
projects which involve the taking and/or analyzing of data.
The reviews should be performed by a person or persons
knowledgeable in the subject of the research, but who had no
responsibility in the project being reviewed. The project
leader may select the reviewer or reviewers and inform them
of the purpose of the project and of the funding limitations.
Prior to the fabrication of a test article or the setup of a complicated test structure, critical characteristics
specified in the detailed work plan or by the project leader
should undergo an independent review. These characteristics
may include calculations for scaling, test performance,
dimensional stability and Code and design interfaces.
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Independent Technical

Reviews

Paragraph 4, third sentence: How are comments which can't be
resolved to the satisfaction of the reviewer and the
originator handled.
(T. Baer)
Paragraph 4, last sentence: add "approval and" so that it
reads: "The reviewer should sign and date the review
documentation and present it to the project leader for
approval and inclusion in the project records." (D. Maxwell)

Calculations
Paragraph 2, first sentence: replace "drawing" with "item,
component, subsystem, or system" so that it reads "To make
calculations suitable for filing, retrieving and
reproduction, the first page of the calculation should
contain the project title, project identification number,
page number, name of the person making the calculation, date
the calculation was made, and a cross reference to the item
component. subsystem or system specification or the system or
test phase to which the calculations apply." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 3: add to the end of the paragraph "All
calculations shall be validated by signature of the preparer
and date signed." (D. Maxwell)
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During the course of the project or during the final
review at the completion of the project, the following
questions concerning the project should be considered by the
reviewer commensurate with their effect on the quality or the
validity of the data:
a. Project performance with customer specifications and
requirements;
b. Results of analysis; that is, do the results
obtained meet the objectives established in the
detailed test plan; and
c. Were specified quality standards, calculations,
and/or computer programs checked for adequacy and
accuracy.
Independent reviews should be legibly documented.
Reviewers should indicate the approach used for performing
the review and the results of the review (i.e. acceptability
of the data reviewed). Questions concerning the data should
be reviewed with the originator and answered to the
satisfaction of the reviewer. The reviewer should sign and
date the review documentation and present it to the project
leader for inclusion in the project records.
V. Calculations
Calculations which should be documented are those
required to substantiate the design of a test article and
those made during test data reduction and analysis.
Calculations can be documented on a designated form,
laboratory notebooks, computer output sheets or magnetic
media. Calculations should be legible and sufficiently
detailed such that a person qualified in the subject can
understand the calculation without contacting the originator.
To make calculations suitable for filing, retrieving
and reproductions the first page of the calculation should
contain the-project title,-project identification number,
page number, name of the person making.the calculation,.date
the calculation was made, and a cross reference to the
drawing specification or the system or-test phase to which
the calculations apply. Project identification number and
page numbers should be included on each page of the
calculation.
Calculation detail should typically include
identification of the objective or purpose of.the
calculation, design inputs and their sources, methods used
and assumptions made, including identification of those
assumptions requiring verification, parameters to be
investigated, any references used, units, results of the
analysis and conclusions, if any.
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Paragraph 4, third sentence: add "milestone or" so that it
reads "Calculations which may require review include
calculations based on customer inputs, design engineer's-

calculations for test article fabrication, calculations used
for analysis of test data, and calculations required to
complete a milestone or a final report." (D. Maxwell)

Software
Recommend that IEEE Standards 730,
utilized here. (P.C. Payne)

828, 829,

and 830 be

Paragraph 1, letter b: change "company" to "the R&D" so that
it reads:
Medium Risk - Software which effects the R&D
product but not to the extent that a significant cost or
product liability could be incurred." (D.-Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, letter c change-"company" to "R&D" so that it
reads: "Low Risk - Software which does not affect the R&D
product or results produced by the software will be verified
in developing the product." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1,

items a,

b,

and c:

I don't think-this is

necessary in research- probably more appropriate in
production. (R. eoffrion)
Paragraph 2,-first sentence: change "should" to "shall" so
that it reads: "The project leader shall be held responsible
for all
data and other information produced with computers."
(D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 3, second sentence: delete "starting" and add
"project planning and scheduling that initiates
the" so that
it reads: TA risk assessment should-be-performed prior to project
lanning and scheduling that initiates
the software
development.
(D. Maxwell)*
Paragraph 4, first
sentence:-delete "of a and add atV
milestone completion for the" so that it reads:
"Documentation should be developed during each phase at

milestone completion for the development program as
appropriate."
(D. Maxwell) -
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The project leader in conjunction with a superior
should determine if calculations for the project require an
independent review. The decision for this review should be
based on the risk inherent in the use of the calculations.
Calculations which may require review include calculations
based an customer inputs, design engineer's calculations for
test article fabrication, calculations used for analysis of
test data, and calculations required to complete a final
report. After the reviewer has completed the review the
calculation should be dated and signed by the reviewer to
indicate the review was performed. The reviewer should
document the results of the review and note any
discrepancies.
VI. Software
Whether using an existing program, commercially
acquired software or developing software internally, a risk
assessment associated with the use of the software should be
made. The following are suggested definitions of risk.
a. High Risk - Errors in the software could result in
significant cost, product liability or impaired
customer relations.
b.. Medium Risk - Software which effects company product
but not to the extent that a significant cost or
product liability could be incurred.
c. Low Risk - Software which does not affect the
company product or results produced by the software
will be verified in developing the product
The project leader should be held responsible for all
data and other information produced with computers. Prior to
using existing software, whether it has been purchased or
developed internally, the project leader should review the
software n sufficient detail to ensure that the methods used
by the software and the results obtained from the software
are correct for the intended application.
A software development project should be planned
carefully including reviews and tests to ensure that the
program is an accurate implementation of the required method
and that the correct results are being obtained. A risk
assessment should be performed prior to starting software
development.
Documentation should be developed during each phase of
a development program as appropriate. As a minimum,
documentation should include the program identification, a
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uidelines Document

Software
Paragraph 4, third sentence: replace "or" with "and project"
so that it reads: "A minimum level of document control
includes the assignment of software identification and
revision level and project date to be included on all
software output."
D. Maxwell)

Procurement Control
My experience has been that researchers-are not overly
-concerned about detailed specification of equipment or
materials for their experiments. They often believe that it
is enough to specify according to a manufacturer s catalog
claim. Most researchers are not interested in documentary
certification in support of the performance claimed for
bought equipment. This can make it-very difficult for quality
assurance people to provide adequate support to the
researcher, since it is only after the researcher finds the
equipment to perform inadequately that the QA people even
become aware of the problem. (For example, a high speed tape
recorder bought at a high price was: found not to perform at
the speeds which the manufacturer claimed. The experiment was
delayed as a result, several attempts were made to repair the
equipment, and the manufacturer claimed there was nothing
wrong with it. All of this could have been avoided by putting
either test certification, or proof testing in the original
purchase specification: to be witnesses by the purchaser if
necessary.)
W.J. Langford)
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brief description of significant limitations, capabilities,

intended use, and a permanent record of the source code
listing. Documentation should increase as risk level of using
the software and required effort to produce the software
increases. A minimum level of document control includes the
assignment of software identification and revision level or
date to be included on all software output. Additional
controls should be performed as risk level of using the
software and required effort to produce the software
increases.
VII. Procurement Control
Records for procurements for a project should be
maintained by the project leader in the project files.
Purchase requisitions should contain a clear statement
of what is required, date required, approximate cost
estimate, necessary department approvals, quality
assurance/code requirements, charge numbers and the name of
the requisitioner.
The project leader should identify those procurements
affecting the quality or validity of data, code materials,
and instrumentation. Quality assurance requirements should be
documented on the purchase requisition. Purchase requisitions
for code materials, instrumentation and any other items
affecting the quality or validity of data should be reviewed
and approved by the Quality Assurance department for
appropriate quality assurance requirements. Purchase
requisitions for instrumentation should also be approved by
the laboratories Instruments Department.
The laboratory should conduct its purchasing practices
to reflect experience with supplier performance. The Quality
Assurance department should maintain experience records for
selected vendors meeting prescribed quality requirements. In
specifying equipment purchases the project leader should
consider the experience records maintained by quality
assurance and the importance of the equipment to the quality
and validity of the data in specifying the extent of supplier
certification and qualification testing needed. All
researchers should assist in gathering experience information
by reporting significant performance failures as well as
outstanding performances to Quality Assurance for inclusion
in its supplier experience records.
VIII.

Inspections
Receiving Inspection

Once a purchased item is received, it should be
immediately inspected to verify that the material does, in
fact, meet the purchase order requirements. This inspection
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Inspections

Receiving Inspections, paragraph 2: add the following
sentence to the end of the paragraph: "This information
should be inputed to the supplier experience record system."
(D. Maxwell).

In-Process: Only applies to production.

R.

eoffrion)
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may be performed by the Quality Control personnel or by the
project leader or his designee. The inspection can be
documented on a copy of the purchase order, in the project
logbook, instrumentation records for an instrument or a
formal receiving inspection report if one exists.
Inspection documentation should include the name and
other identification of the item inspected, purchase order
number, item number, characteristics inspected,
certifications received, deficiencies noted, whether the item
is accepted or rejected, the inspector's signature and the
date the inspection was performed.
Immediate corrective action should be taken if the
material is discrepant. Appropriate identification should be
used to identify material which is being held for inspection,
that which has been inspected and accepted, and that which is
discrepant.
Material furnished by the customer should also receive
a documented receiving inspection to assure that the material
is complete, undamaged, and meets all specifications
previously agreed to by the Laboratory and the customer.
In-Process

Inspections are usually performed for those physical
characteristics identified by the project leader as critical
to the test results. The need for inspections can be
identified on receiving copies of Purchase Orders, Route
Sheets, Test Procedures, Inspection Checklists. The project
leader should be held responsible for all inspections
performed on his project. Inspections can be performed by
shop personnel, quality control personnel. or technical
section personnel.
Critical dimensions should have a corresponding
checklist or route sheet prepared by the project leader or
his designee to direct the inspection of critical dimensions.
If there are construction codes involved with test apparatus
fabrication, the inspection of the attributes required by
Code can be handled in a-similar manner. The following
guidelines may be helpful.
a. Inspection checklists.should be used if the
inspection is fairly simple and if all the
characteristics can be inspected at one time.
b. Inspections of manufacturing operations that are
more complicated (many inspections required at
_ different times) should be controlled by a route
sheet.
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Inspection

In-Process, paragraph 3, last sentence: change "may" to

"should" so that it reads "This list should be maintained by
the Quality Department." (D. Maxwell)

In-Process, paragraph 4, first sentence: change "should" to
"shall" so that it reads: "The person performing the
inspection shall be responsible for the inspection
D.Maxwell)
documentation."

In-Process, paragraph 5, forth sentence: change "may" to
"shall" so that it reads A nonconformance report shall also
be used." (D. Maxwell)
Laterial Identification and Control,
I would strongly recommend that the guideline support the use
of existing material control--procedures from on-site
manufacturing quality programs; if one exists. Once material
has passed incoming inspection, and entered a research
environment, it is extremely difficult to maintain control
through "private store" arrangements. Where jurisdictional
requirements have an impact,-for example in safety, many
months can be wasted because material for a critical
component is not certifiable or-.traceable. Use of the
existing quality control program can go a long way to rectify
this.
W.J. Langford)
Paragraph 1, third sentence, delete "will* so that it reads
"Project Leaders usually prefer to maintain their own
controlled area .... " (D. Maxwell)
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c. All inspections performed by the technical section
regarding the condition of the test article during
and after test should be documented in the project
logbook.

d. Occasionally the customer may want to witness
inspection or testing operations. These witness or
hold points can be included on Route Sheets or Test
Procedures. The customer's representative should be
asked to sign and date the above records verifying
his witness of the test or to provide written
authority to proceed if the hold point is waived.
Inspections can be performed by any person familiar
with the operation. Inspections performed during test are
usually done by the project leader or his designee. Shop
inspections may be performed by the operator responsible for
making the part or, if required, by an independent inspector.
The project leader should determine if an independent
inspector is required or if the person responsible for
performing the operation can perform his own inspection. The
Laboratory may wish to maintain a list of inspectors who may
be called upon to perform special inspections. This list
may be maintained by the Duality Department
The person performing the inspection should be
responsible for the inspection documentation. Inspection
documentation should include the type of inspection performed
(i.e., visual, dimensional, or type of NDE used), results of
the inspection, deficiencies, whether the item was accepted
or rejected, reference to corrective action documentation,
the inspector's signature and the date the inspection was
performed.
Nonconformances detected during fabrication of the test
article should be identified on a corrective action report.
The article itself should be identified as discrepant and
segregated until the project leader has reviewed the
nonconformance and any adverse effects it may have on the
test results. Nonconformances discovered during test should
be documented in the project logbook. A nonconformance report
may also be used. The project leader should be responsible
for determining the necessary corrective action. This may
require customer approval.
IX. Material Identification and Control
The project leader should be held accountable for
assuring that all project materials affecting test results
are identified and controlled. Usually the person most likely
to be involved with project materials is the project leader.
Project leaders will usually prefer to maintain their own
controlled area for their project materials and keep them
segregated from other project materials. Therefore, there may
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Material Identification and Control

Paragraph 4, last sentence, add "i.e.
heat and lot numbers)"
so that it reads "The delegated section, in turn, has a
responsibility to the project leader to ensure-that all
material control and identification requirements (i.e. heat
and lot numbers) are adhered to for as long as the material
is i n their possession."
D. Maxwell)

Paragraph 5, sixth sentence, delete in its entirety
(Decisions on material substitutions should be based...)
Sentence is not necessary- too obvious. (R. Geoffrion)
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be several storage areas throughout the Laboratory maintained
by the various technical sections or project leaders. These
"private stores" assure the project leaders that their
materials are separate and available when needed.
The project leader should implement material controls.
These controls can be accomplished by maintaining
identification tags and markings on the materials so that
they cannot be mixed in or confused with unidentified stock
or materials from another project. Standard quality control
tags such as "Hold for Inspection" tags, "Material/Part
Identification" tags, green "Accepted" tags and red
"Discrepancy" tags are available and can be used by the
project leader to segregate and identify his material.
If materials will be needed by a support group such as
a machine shop or weld shop the project leader may want to
set some type of central storage area so that when the
support group needs to withdraw materials they are available
and appropriately protected.
The project leader may choose to delegate the
responsibility for material control and identification to
another section within the Laboratory. The project leader
should transmit all material control and identification
requirements to the delegated section. The delegated section,
in turn, has a responsibility to the project leader to ensure
that all material control and identification requirements are
adhered to for as long as the material is in their
possession.
The project leader should maintain a list of materials
or parts, and components that affect the validity of the test
results. The list should indicate if certified test reports
or certificates of conformance are required. Any additional
tests to be performed by the Laboratory to verify material
identity should be specified. The project leader should
maintain any test reports or material certifications in the
project files..Copies of material testireports should be on
file in the Quality Department for those materials used on a
project or test facility which may, at the least, become a
semi-permanent part of the Laboratory. Decisions on material
substitutions should be based on the effect the substitution
will have the test results. State and local codes may
influence or determine what substitutions if any are allowed.
The project leader may have to obtain customer approval of
any proposed material substitutions prior to utilizing the
substitute material. This requirement should be made clear
during initial project planning.
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Nonconformances
Nonconformance costs are an important part of overall quality
costs. The quality assurance people in an R&D organization
have a tremendous opportunity to increase the value for
money" aspects of a research contract. By helping keep down
the costs of research, we can help make our laboratories more
efficient and more competitive. I suggest therefore, that
nonconformances and their reporting should be brought fully
within the orbit of any quality assurance program which is in
place in the laboratories. Care must be taken to avoid
antagonizing the researcher by pointing out things that go
wrong! W.J. Langford)
Paragraphs 1 and 3: I'm not sure if a traditional NCR system
is appropriate or necessary for a research effort- this is
more appropriate in production. (R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 2, last sentence, delete Again,s so that it reads:
"The nonconformance may require customer approval." (D.
Maxwell)
Paragraph 3, last sentence, add "for the project" so that it
reads: "Allowing GA to be involved in the corrective action
process brings their particular skills into the problem
solving aspects of the quality program for the roject."
D.
Maxwell)

Test Control
A section on test control does not seem appropriate to a
research effort to me. I would think that all of this
information could be adequately covered in a general quality
assurance program plan or in detailed procedures. (R.
Geoffrion)
Paragraph 1, first sentence, add "project" so that it reads:
"Tests should be specified in the detailed roject work plan
developed at the start of the project."
(D. Maxwell)

'
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X. Nonconformances
Nonconformances will occur in the areas of fabrication

of test specimens or fixtures and quality systems.
Nonconformances should be documented on an appropriate

nonconformance report. If the nonconformance is on a specimen
or fixture the item should be tagged with a discrepancy tag

and segregated to prevent inadvertent use whenever possible.
The project leader should review the nonconformance and
determine what if any adverse effects the nonconformance will
have on test data. The project leader should determine what

v-'

corrective action to take whether it be."use as is",
"repair", or "scrap". If a "use as is" or "repair" decision
is reached the project leader must determine whether the
decision will cause a deviation to any of the customer
specifications or commitments agreed to during the up-front
planning or detailed test plan. The project leader may have
to obtain customer approval of proposed corrective actions.
Once a nonconformance is satisfactorily resolved the
discrepancy tag may be removed.

Nonconformances to a quality system, such as a
deviation to a test plan or procedure, should also be

documented on some type of nonconformance report. At the very
least the nonconformance should be documented in the project
logbook or somewhere in the project records. Again, the
nonconformance may require customer approval.
DA should receive copies of nonconformance reports.
This allows A to gather noncompliance data and perform long
term collective analysis of various research projects so that

undesirable trends or chronic violations can be detected and
corrected. Allowing A to be involved in the corrective
action process brings their particular skills into the
problem solving aspects of the quality program.

XI. Test Control
Tests should be specified in the detailed work plan
developed at the start of the project.-Suggested-Work plan
contents have been discussed in Section II. After the work
plan has been agreed to the test program itself may begin.
Control of specific tests may be achieved by individual test
procedures. Some of these may be standardized procedures such
as those published by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME)-or the American Society of Testing and
Materials ASTM). These can be.identified by number and
revision in the work plan or..somewhere-in the project files,
such asin the project logbook. Some procedures may have to
be written specifically for the test. Details-ofperforming
the test may not be known at the start of the test and will
be developed as the testing proceeds. These procedures can be

written very open ended so that they can be developed as the
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Test Control

Paragraph 4, first sentence, add "and signed and dated" so
that it reads:
Test results
should be reviewed by the
project leader and signed and dated.'
(D. Maxwell)
-

Instrumentation
It might be worth stating more strongly that calibratedinstrumentation should be independently verified within
existing quality programs... I would not want to see several
different-calibration groups being formed, depending on:
different research groupings.

(W.J. Langford)
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test proceeds. The procedure would contain only those steps
and acceptance criteria known at the start of the test. As
testing continues and details of the test become more
solidified the test procedure would be amended to reflect the
actual testing perform. In the case where a phenomena is
being characterized there is no acceptance criteria.
Therefore, the test procedure should only state how the test
data is to be recorded. In some cases the detailed work plan
may contain enough detail that a separate test procedure is
not required.
Detail contained in test procedures should include test
prerequisites, such as special operator training or
certification requirements and test conditions that
should be verified prior to beginning the test. If tests are
sequenced or require specified inspections or independent
verification of test the procedure should require
verification of the requirement prior to proceeding to the
next step of the test. The procedure should contain a listing
of typical test equipment to be used. Reference to specific
instrumentation or equipment by serial number should be
avoided since if substitute equipment is used the procedure
would have to be revised. Actual equipment set-ups,
including serial numbers should be documented in the project
records.
Test data not processed directly through a computer or
documented on computer output sheets should be recorded on
formal data sheets or logbooks. All recorded data should
reference the project title, date, time, data taker and
facility used. This data should reference, if not included
elsewhere, other documentation that describes how the test
was performed, a description of the test facility, and test
article, including sketches or drawings utilized,

instrumentation used, test procedure and revision number or
standard method used, actual parameters used and deviations
from the test procedure.
Test results should be reviewed by the project leader.
Calculations and/or computer programs used in the analysis
and interpretation of data should be independently reviewed.
The review should determine not only the mathematical
correctness of the calculation but also whether the
experimental objectives were met and whether the effect or
interactions were interpreted correctly.
XII. Instrumentation
Researchers have learned that an accurately calibrated
instrument traceable to NS does not always give a
measurement of the desired accuracy for the project. It is,
however, an important component. Environmental conditions or
operator error can have a devastating effect on the accuracy
of an measurement. Total measurement uncertainty random
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Instrumentation

Paragraph 3, first sentence: This is good.

R. Geoffrion)

Paragraph 3, forth sentence, replace "can reject or accept
the data" with shall inform the operating group if the
instrumentation is out of calibration" so that it reads:
"After evaluating calibration data the centralized control
group shall inform the oerating aroup if the instrumentation
is out of calibration."
R. Geoffrion)

Paragraph 4: Wordy and redundant.

R.

eoffrion)

N
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error as well as systematic error, determines whether or not
a measurement is accurate. A documented calibration program
clearly defining the responsibilities of the technical and
support sections using calibrated equipment is the first step
a Laboratory can take in the effort of determining the total
measurement uncertainty associated with its various
instrumentation. And,

is the first step to providing

measurement quality assurance.
The-program should include all measuring devices in the
Laboratory. Some type of physical identification should be
given to each instrument identifying it immediately as to its
calibration status. That is, is it within its calibration

interval or is it in need of calibration or perhaps it
doesn't require calibration as it is used for rough
indications only. This identification should also identify
the history files for the instrument, which indicate its
accuracy.
It is recommended that a centralized calibration group
be established. This group would have the authority to
"certify" the calibration status of an instrument and the
technical expertise to oversee the calibration function. This
group should have the power to perform the initial evaluation
and assignment of an instrument status or category, approve
calibration procedures, calibration set-ups, calibration
personnel qualifications, and calibration data (whether
generated by its own people, other technical sections of the
Laboratory, or calibration suppliers). After evaluating
calibration data.the centralized control group can reject or
accept the data. If the data is rejected the appropriate
project personnel should be contacted so that the impact of
the out-of-calibration condition can be evaluated for the
project data. Activities of this centralized calibration
control group should be evaluated by.Quality.Assurance.
Even with all these controls in place it is still the
project leader's responsibility to assure that the proper
instrumentation is used to meet the accuracy requirements of
the project. The project leader should document the actual
instrumentation used on the project in the project records.
If the facility being used to perform the test has its own
list of instrumentation this list may be referenced in the
project records. However, the project leader should be aware
of instrument substitutions made on the facility during the
test and update his records appropriately. All instruments
used for taking data during the test should be calibrated.
Instruments which have been designated as "indication only
instruments" should be used for indication purposes only and
not for acquiring data on the project. Instruments not
calibrated should not be used for taking data. The project
leader should also ensure that the instrumentation used is
within its calibration interval throughout the time frame of
the test.
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Reports
This section does not say much- would probably be better to
emphasize peer review. (R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 1, second sentence, add or contract" so that it
reads: "Latitude should be given the project leader in
choosing the particular style of report, whether it be a
letter report or a more formal report, to suit the
circumstances and the customer requirements agreed to during
the up-front planning or contract." (D. Maxwell)
Project Records
Paragraph 1, third sentence, delete "drawing" and replace
with "specifications" and add "test" so that it reads
"Suggested records which should be maintained
include ..... design reviews, sketches, drawing or
specifications list.....and test article, test procedures
used and all test data." (D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 1, third sentence, add "and peer reviews" so that
it reads 'Suggested records which should be
maintained...procedures used, all test data, and peer
review."
R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 2, first sentence, add "authenticated and" so that
it reads: "All project records should be authenticated and
identified in enough detail that they can be easily
reproduced, filed and retrieved at a latter date." (D.
Maxwell)
Paragraph 2, first sentence, delete "enough detail that they
can" and "reproduced, filed and" and add "and filed in order
to" so that it reads: "All project records should be
identified and filed in order to be easily retrieved at a
later date." (R. eoffrion)
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XIII. Reports

Reports will vary with regard to type, size,
complexity, timing and format. Latitude should be given the
project leader in choosing the particular style of report,
whether it be a letter report or a more formal report, to
suit the circumstances and the customer requirements agreed
to during the up-front planning. The project leader should be
aware that a report published by the Laboratory is the
principle evidence of the quality of its performance and
ability. Personnel of the Laboratory will be judged by the
contents of their reports, therefore their writing ability
must match their research ability. The production of
effective reports is a major part of their professional
performance.
XIV. Project Records
Complete documentation of the work performed by the
Laboratory is quite important. Any information, memos,
meeting minutes or special references that have a bearing on
the direction the project has taken, the data required, or
the interpretation of results should be included in the
project records. Suggested records which should be maintained
include work authorizations and any revisions to work
authorizations, all customer communications, purchase
requisitions, purchase orders, receiving inspection
documentation of purchased items and customer furnished
materials, inspection documentation of inspections performed
in the shop on "critical dimensions," design reviews,
sketches, drawing or drawing list, instrumentation list,
calculations, calculation reviews, reference to computer
programs used, computer program reviews, computer printouts,
characteristics of the test facility and test article,
procedures used and all test data. Results such as
preliminary plots or data should be subject to the same
traceability requirements as calculations. The project leader
should be held responsible for maintaining all project
records.

All project records should be identified in enough
detail that they can be easily reproduced, filed and
retrieved at a later date. The Laboratory as a whole or the
individual technical sections should devise and maintain a
standard system by which all project records within the
individual section of the Laboratory are retrievable.
'XV. Audits

Quality Assurance should perform general surveillance
over all projects being conducted to the general quality
guidelines of the Laboratory. A more detailed review or audit
should be performed periodically. The purpose of auditing
projects performed under standard laboratory practice is to
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Audits
Paragraph 1, forth sentence (A statistical sample giving the
desired level of confidence...): SPC does not seem justified
for R&D projects, too many variables.
(D. Maxwell)

Paragraph 2, second sentence (The audit report should be
written to summarize the results of the entire lab.): Why is
this needed,.delete in its entirety.
R. eoffrion)
Paragraph 2, last sentence (Audit data should be summarized
statistically...): Again, not justified for R&D.
(D. Maxwell)
Paragraph 2, last sentence (Audit data should be summarized
statistically...): I don't understand the need for this.
(R. Geoffrion)
Paragraph 3: A pareto analysis would be better if applicable.
(D. Maxwell)

- >
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characterize how projects are being performed with respect to
general Laboratory guidelines. A statistical sample giving
the desired level of confidence in the data should be
selected from the total number of projects being conducted at
the time of the audit. Checklists for these audits should be
taken from the guidelines and requirements for the various
administrative systems utilized during the course of a
project. A checklist of standard questions applicable to any
project audited should be designed. For support systems which
may or may not be used by the projects, such as the
purchasing function, a separate checklist should be developed
and used when applicable to the project being audited. The
auditor should feel free to deviate:from the checklist and
pursue an independent line of questioning when answers given
appear to warrant this type of questioning.
The audit report should be written to the upper management of
the Laboratory and should include an introduction, summary of
significant results,, conclusions, recommendations and
detailed analysis of the audit results. The audit report
should be written to summarize the results of the entire lab.
However, supplemental reports can be written to summarize the
results of each individual technical section if the section
manager should request it. Audit data should be summarized
statistically so that the reader of the audit report can make
up his own mind as to the importance of the statistic to the
laboratory or to his individual technical section and whether
corrective action is required.
Statistical sampling can also be used when conducting a
generic systems audit. Major systems, such as purchasing and
drawing control, have an enormous data base to audit. To
audit 100. would be time consuming and impractical. Because a
generic system usually involves only a handful of controlling
procedures, a checklist which covers all aspects of the
procedures is more easily designed and a very good degree
statistical inference can be made as to the degree of actual
compliance. Again a statistical report showing significant
trends using percentages and graphics, allowing the numbers
to speak for themselves is best. Variations and the approach
to corrective action are dependent upon the seriousness of
the noncompliance found. Serious noncompliances should not go
uncorrected just because there is a lack of sufficient
statistical data to prove a trend exists. The auditor's
Judgement and-experience should take over from the unbiased
objectivity of the pure numbers presented.
Audits of suppliers are similar to audits of any other
Laboratory process. Audits of instrumentation and calibration
suppliers should be of particular importance to the
Laboratory. Like other audits, supplier audits should be
performed periodically, and like other audits, a checklist is
designed to meet the requirements of the activity being
audited. It may be beneficial to the Laboratory for its audit
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Audits
Paragraph 4, seventh sentence: How was two weeks selected as
the time period in which responses should be received by the
laboratory from a supplier for reported nonconformances?
CT. Baer)

Training

n

I-can only support the idea of training. My experience is
that-senior research managers, having come through the normal
progression-route from direct research-involvement, do not
look kindly upon quality assurance and do not wish to burden
their staff with it. There are difficulties in having the
quality department presenting training seminars if they have
come from the manufacturing background, as so many have. The
two sides tend to speak different languages. Referring again
to the introduction to Roberts book, I feel that a direct
approach based on value for money, and the need for
reliability of data, is more likely to get a response from
research groups, because it reminds them that the-people
paying for the work want to know that their money is well
spent.
W.J. Langford)
A statement is needed about qualified by position.

(T. Baer)

What about qualification of technical/peer reviewers?
(T. Baer)

Quality Cost

-

Does not apply to R&D. As stated earlier there may be too
many false starts and to many paths to evaluate. The only
true evaluation that can be made is did the cost justify the
end result or vice versa. CD. Maxwell)
*
I'm not sure if this would be useful in a researchenvironment, but it would be very-unrealistic. (R. eoffrion)

.
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teams to include not only a GA auditor but also a technical
expert in the area being audited. An audit team composed of a
technical expert and A Auditor can perform a more through
audit thus giving the audit more credibility. An audit report
should be written and transmitted to the supplier within one
week of performing the audit. Noncompliances should be
addressed by the supplier and a response returned to the

__*

Laboratory within two weeks. Responses received from the
supplier should be evaluated. A decision should be made as to
the acceptability of the response and whether the supplier
will be approved. Final verification of implementation of the
committed action items may be held off until the next
regularly scheduled audit if the findings are relatively
minor, or they may be the subject of a special follow-up
action or reaudit if they are major.
XVI. Training

K1

Introduction of a Quality Program to a Research
Laboratory will require some employee indoctrination. One way
this can be accomplished is by the Quality Department
presenting mandatory training seminars. However, a better way
would be for upper managers to train lower managers in the
quality practices to be followed and the lower mangers in
turn then train the researchers. This approach again shows
management ownership of the Quality Program and gives more
meaning to the training received by the researchers. Many
laboratories are divided into various disciplines. This
approach allows the management of the various disciplines to
emphasize the quality procedures it feels most important to
the type of research it performs thus allowing a tailor fit
quality program.
XVII. Quality Cost
There are many ready references detailing how to
collect quality costs in a manufacturing environment.
However, no such references exist for the research
laboratory. Collecting accurate, reliable quality costs can
be difficult. Unlike a manufacturing facility where the same
process is performed repeatedly, research projects tend to be
unique and one of a kind. It is suggested that the
traditional quality costs, prevention, appraisal and failure,
be evaluated on a Section basis. This can be done by having
the Section perform an evaluation to determine what
percentage of their project dollars as well as overhead
budget, is spent on these costs. Actual dollars spent by the
Section can be obtained from accounting and used to produce a
quality cost report for the-Section on a monthly or a
quarterly basis. The Section reports can then be combined to
produce a report of quality cost for the Laboratory. Over
time the percentages stated by the Sections will become more
refined and a very accurate report will be produced. Quality
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costs for such functions as accounting, purchasing and
personnel can also be obtained and added to the Laboratory's
quality cost report for a complete picture of quality related
costs.
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